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SPEECH BY THE PRE MI H*, HON, DON DUN3TAN, Q.O., M.P., AT THE 4 
HOUSING INDUSTRIES ASSOCIATIONS DINNER, 17TH JULY, 1967. X 
• - 1 $ 
THE HOUSING OXTU ATI OH IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA EVTD3NCK8 NOT 
SO MUCH A LACK OP HOUSING FOR WHICH THERJ5 18 AN ECOKOWIC DEMAND, 
BUT A DECLINE IN EMPLOYMENT IN THE BUILDING INDUSTRY RE3ULTIN0 
FROM A NUMBER OF FACTORS. THE BASIC CAUSE FOR DIFFICULTIES IN 
THrl SOUTH AUSTRALIAN ECONOMY CAIS WITH A DOWNTURN IN THE GEN15RAL 
,. .P.XKT3 FOR 80UTH AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL. PRODUCTS. ' THESE MRKST8 
ARK NOT IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA, BUT ARE KAINLY IN THE EA3TERN STATES 
0? THIS COlilJONVffiALTH. THE EFFECT OP THE 1965 DROUGHT WAS A 
SUSTAINED DOWNTURN IN ECONOMIC ACTIVITY IN THE EASTERN STATE8, THE 
MOST SIGNIFICANT FEATURE OP V7HICH WAS A CUTTING BACK IN THE GENERAL . 
INCOJffi LEVEL OF EMPLOYEES, SO THAT THEY WERE NOT PREPARED TO 
PURCHASE A NEW MOTOR CAR, A NEW WASHING MACHINE, A NEW REFRIGERATOR, 




THIS FRE33KD MKTAL INDUSTRY PRODUCTS OP SOUTIi AUSTRALIA AT THE 
RATE AT WHICH TIIEY PREVIOUSLY HAD. THIS MEANT THAT THE 80UTH 
AUSTRALIAN ECONO?^, WHICH, IN THE SECONDARY INDUSTRY AREA, 
CONCENTRATES HEAVILY ON MOTOR CARS AND HOIJE APPLIANCES, .GOT WORSE 
HIT THAN THE ECONOMY OF ANY OTHER STATE EXCEPT QUEENSLAND, BECAUSE 
THE EASTERN STATES, WITH DIVERSIFIED ECONOMIES IN WHICH THZ-HE IS A ' 
GOOD DEAL OP SECONDARY INDU3TKY EXPORT, WERE ABLE TO PROVIDE 
ALTERNATIVE EMPLOYMENT IN A WAY MUCH CANNOT EASILY BE MOBILIZED 
IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA. WHILE THE REST OP INDUSTRY IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA, 
APART FROM THE PRES3ED METAL INDUSTRIES AREA AND IT8 8EC0NDARY J 
EFFECTS IN THE BUILDING INDUSTRY, HAS BEEN BUOYANT, AND INDEED IN 
A NUMBER OP AREAS THERE HAS BEEN AN EXPANSION OF EMPLOYMENT, THIS 
HAS NOT BEEN SUFFICIENT TO TAKE UP THE SLACK IN THE PRE33ED METAL 
AREA OR IN THE BUILDING INDUSTRY WHICH WA8 AFFECTED A8 X SHALL NOW 
OUTLINE, 
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THE DECLINE IN MARKETS FOR OUR INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS 
ELSEWHERE THAN IN SOUTH AUSTRAUA HAD AH IMMEDIATE TWO-FOLD EFFECT 
UPON THE BUILDING INDUSTRY. THE FIRST WAS THAT THERE WAS A 
DECLINE IH INDUSTRIAL CQN3TRUCTION SINCE THE MAJOR AREAS OF OUR 
INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITY HAD BEEN ADVERSELY AFFECTED THROUGH A DECLIN3 
IN OUR MARKETS, AND THROUGH THE DECLINE SOME TWO AND A HALF 
THOUSAND LOST EMPLOYMENT IN THESE PARTICULAR AREAS, AND THIS NOT 
ONLY MEANT THAT THERE WERE TOO AND A HALF THOUSAND LESS PEOPLE 
DEMANDING PRODUCTS AND HOUSES IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA, BUT THAT THOSE 
mo WERE IN EMPLOYMENT IN THE PRESSED METAL INDUSTRY AREA WERE 
HO LONGER GETTING OVERTIME PAYMENTS, THERE WAS A DECLINE IN WORK 
FOR WOt,EN IN INDUSTRY. AND SO MANY PEOPLE WHO PREVIOUSLY waft J . 
ABLE TO, BY DINT OF SCRAPING, r. BRIDGE THE deposit O A P / S S ^ W 
BEEN UITABLE TO DO IT. THIS, IN ANY CIRCUMSTANCES, W O U J W T " 
MEANT A DOWNTURN IN ECONOMIC DEMAND FOR 
BUT THE INDUSTRY WIST GENERALLY ACKNOWLEDG^IT 
I HAVE TALKED STATES THAT IN I96U THERE WAS*AN UNDUE BOOM IN' 
SRYBODY TO WHOM ! 
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SPECULATIVE BUILDING OF HOUSES. THE HOUSE-BUILDING RATE 
EXCEEDED PROJECTED ECONOMIC DEMAND FOR HOUSES IN ANY EVENT, AND 
THEREFORE THERE HAD TO BE A DOWNTURN FROM THE 1964 FIGURE. 
THE COMBINATION OP ALL THESE FACTORS HAS MEANT THAT 
THERE HAS BEEN A SEVERE CUTBACK IN ECONOMIC DEMAND FOR HOUSING 
AND CONSTRUCTION WORK GENERALLY, AND IN CONSEQUENCE A DEPRESSED 
CONDITION OF THE BUILDING INDUSTRY IN THIS STATE. 
WHAT ACTION CAN GOVERNMENT TAKE IN THE BUILDING INDUSTRY 
AREA TO IMPROVE THE SITUATION? 
WHEN I BECAME MINISTER FOR HOUSING, I SAID THAT I WOULD 
w m i N DUE COURSE BAKE AN ANNOUNCEMENT AS TO A COMMSHENSIVE PLAN 
POR STIMULATING THE BUILDING INDUSTRY IN THIS STATE. I CANNOT 
GIVE THAT COMPREHENSIVE STATEMENT THIS EVENING BECAUSE A NUKBER 
OF H * MATTERS THAT I HAVE TAKEN UP SINCE I BECAME HOUSING MINISTER 
HAVE NOT YET GOT TO THE STAGE OF COMPLETED PROPOSALS SINCE 
NEGOTIATIONS ON A NUMBER OF VITAL MATTERS ARK CURRENTLY CONTINUING, 
K'i ('i r; 
P 
V'-i c. \ 
iv.'f-psi 
f i H 
5'- ' .->11-"'-. 
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HOWEVER, X HOPS TO BRING A NUMB221 OP THESE TO FRUITION VERY 
SHORTLY, AND X BELIEVE THAT 25IERK WILL BE BOTH IN THE PRIVATE 
SECTOR AND IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR OF BUILDING CONSTRUCTION, A 
NUMBER OF VITAL ANNOUNCEMENTS SHORTLY TO BE MADE WHICH WILL 
PROVIDE A REAL 8TIIIULUS TO THE BUILDING INDUSTRY. 
IN THE COURSE OF TALKS CONCERNING THE BUILDING INDUSTRY, 
x HAVE ENDEAVOURED TO TALK WITH ANYBODY WITH A REPRESENTATIVE 
OPINION, AND NATURALLY I HAVE TALKED TO REPRESENTATIVES OF YOUR 
ASSOCIATION. THE ASSOCIATION AS A WHOLE HAS POT FORWARD TO I-'E 
SOME RECOMMENDATIONS BY MR. CROWLEY AS TO THINGS WHICH WE COULD 
CONCEIVABLY UNDERTAKE IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA, AND X WANT TO DEAL WITH 
THESE SPECIFICALLY. 
FIRSTLY, MR. CRCFFFOEY JIAS 8AID THAT EVERY EFFORT SHOULD 
BE MADE TO ATTRACT NEW, INDUSTRIES TO SOUTH AUSTRALIA. EVERY 
EFFORT IS BEING &5ADE. THE ANNOUNCEMENTS OF THE LAST WEEK HAVE 
EVIDENCED THE CONCERN OP GOVERNMENT FOR INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT. 
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WE WILL HAVE IN THE FORESEEABLE FUTURE THE BEST INDUSTRIAL 
DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA, AND A BASI3 FOR 
TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT GREATER THAN THAT OF ANY OTHHR STATE 
IN THE COMMONWEALTH. I CAN ASSURE YOU THAT NO 8T0NE IS BEING 
LEFT UNTURNED AND AT THE KOLISNT A NUMBER OP VERY HEARTENING 
PR0P08ALS FOR INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPHENT ARE UNDER CONSIDERATION BY 
MAJOR INVESTORS. WE HAVE BEEN ABLE TO PUT VERY ATTRACTIVE 
PROPOSITIONS TO THEM. 
. THE NEXT THING 18 THAT GOOD POINTS WERE MADE BY MR. 
CRCWLEY IN RELATION TO HOUSING SPECIFICALLY. THE FIRST OF THESE 
WA3 THAT THE FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS BE ASKED TO INCREASE THE LIMIT 
OP THEIR HOUSING LOANS AND THEIR TOTAL LENDING ON NEW HOLIES. 
AS TO TOTAL LENDING, WB CANNOT GO BEYOND THE LEVEL OP REASONABLE 
LIQUIDITY IN OUR BANKING OPERATIONS• - MAJOR INSTITUTIONS, 
« 
SUPPORTED BY THE STATE, PROVIDING HOUSING LOANS WITH THE STATS BANK 
AND THE SAVINGS BANK. EVERY EFFORT HAS BEEN MADE BY THESE \ 
INSTITUTIONS TO PROVIDE THE GREATEST POSSIBLE AMOUNT OF MONEY FOR 
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HOUSING* A3 TO INCREASING THE LIMIT, A CAREFUL INVESTIGATION 
HA8 BEEN MADE OP EVENTS FOLLOWING PREVIOUS INCREASES IN THE 
LIMIT OP LOANS, AND IT HAS BEEN FOUND THAT GIVEN THE WAITING L33T 1 
FOR LOANS FROM OUR STATE BANKING INSTITUTIONS, THE EFFECT OP 
INCREASING THE LIMIT HAS NOT BEEN TO INCREASE THE NUMBER OP 
HOUSING LOANS, BUT TO PROVIDE REFINANCING OF OTHER THAN HOUSING " 
BY THE APPLICANTS, INCREASING THE LIMIT OF HOUSING LOANS HAS 
MEANT THAT MONIES IN THE HANDS OF THE APPLICANTS WHICH OTHERWISE 
WOULD HAVE GONE TO HOUSING HAS FREQUENTLY GONE INTO THE PROVISION 
OF FURNITURE OR MOTOR 0AR8. IN THE CIRCUMSTANCES, I AM NOT 
CONVINCED THAT AN INCREASE IN THE LIMIT OF THE HOUSING LOAN Will. 
PROVIDE KORE HOUSES, BUT IT WOULD RATHER 8EEM ON THE EVIDENCE 
AVAILABLE THAT MONIES WHICH WOULD OTHERWISE GO TO HOUSES IN THE 
INCREASED NUMBER OF LOANS THAT CAN BE GIVEN WITH A 3MIX I J MIT J-? 
WOULD INSTEAD GO TO FINANCING MOTOR CARS AND HOME APPLIANCES* .:;ef 
AT THIS STAGE, IN CONSEQUENCE, WE FEEL THAT THE &ONEY CAtt BEST 





THAT THE GOVERNMENT ESTABLISH A SECOND MORTGAGE FUND OF ' i; TO MAKE LOW INTERE8T LOANS. GENTLE&EN, WE DO NOT HAVE THE 
1SOHEY AVAILABLE FOR THIS PURPOSE. I CANNOT DRAW MONEY OUT OF f 
•!C THIN AIR. I HAVE ENDEAVOURED TO GET EVERY PENNY PIECE FROM 'F: I-
"AONWKALTH SOURCES THAT I CAN, AND I CANNOT mOVIDE A FUND OF ,. i" 
THIS KIND AT THE PRESENT STAGE EXCEPT BY 80 RADICALLY INCREASING I !: 
TAXATION IN 80U1H AUSTRALIA THAT IT WOULD BE INIIIBITIVE TO 
BUSINESS, TO INDUSTRY AND TO COMMERCE IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA AT A 1 
TIME WHEN WE SEEK TO STIMULATE RATHKR THAN TO RETARD. 
THE THIRD POINT THAT WAS MADE WAS THAT ALL LENDERS : 
SHOULD BE ASKED TO MAKE HIGH RATIO LOANS AND TO ACCEPT THE 
PRINCIPLE THAT SECOND MORTGAGE LOANS SHOULD BE USED WHERE THE 
BORROWER CAN DEMONSTRATE ABILITY TO REPAY. THIS HAS ALREADY BEEN • a DONE. IN FACT CONSTANT PRESSURE FROM THE TREASURY IS KEPT UPON ' V b 
. . . « . ( • ; . -k OUR FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS TO THIS END. ! ' 
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THE FOURTH POINT WAS THAT EFF0RT8 SHOULD BE MADE TO 
MARSHALL PRIVATE MONIES FOR H0U3ING BY FOSTERING BUILDING 
80CIETIE8 AND THE LIKE WIDER GOVERNMENT GUARANTEE. EVERY 
ENCOURAGEMENT HAS BEEN GIVEN TO BUILDING SOCIETIES IN SOUTH 
AUSTRALIA TO ACCEPT THE GUARANTEE OF THE GOVERNMENT, AND CABINET 
TOg^y HAS GIVEN APPROVAL TO EXEMPT THE HOUSING LOANS INSURANCE 
CORPORATION FROM THE PROVISIONS OF THE MONEY LENDERS ACT IN ORDER 
TO ENCOURAGE THE INVESTMENT OF MONIES IN HOUSING IN SOUTH 
AUSTRALIA INSURED BY THE HOUSING LOANS INSURANCE CORPORATION, 80 
THAT WE CAN GET ADDITIONAL INVESTMENT IN THIS FIELD SOUNDLY BASED 
AND BACKED. 
THE FIFTH POINT WAS THAT THE ACTIVITIES OF THE HOUSING 
TRUST BE DIRECTED MORE TO THE REDEVELOPMENT OF INNER AREAS AND THE 
PROVISION OF LOW-COST HOUSING. THIS IS'A SUBMISSION WITH S1IICH 
I ENTIRELY AGREE. I CAN ASSURE YOU THAT THE HOUSING TRUST'S 
ACTIVITIES WILL IN FUTURE BE DIRECTED IN THIS AREA. IT IS MY • 
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BELIEF THAT IT 18 NOT THE BUSINE33 OF GOVERNMENT TO INVEST PUBLIC 
FUNDS IN A SPECULATIVE HOUSING AREA, OUR JOB IS TO PROVIDE 
LOW-COST HOUSING FOR THOSE WHO CANNOT 0THERWI3E AFFORD IT, AND 
WHERE HOUSING CAN BE ADEQUATELY PROVIDED BY PRIVATE UNDERTAKINGS, 
IT IS NOT, IN MY VIEW, THE JOB OF THE H0U3ING TRUST TO COMPETE. 
THE HOUSING TRUST WILL NOT IN FUTURE BE INVOLVED ON THE COMPLETION 
OF IT3 PRESENT CONTRACTS IN PURCHASE HOUSING OF A HIGH COST NATURE. 
WB WILL, HOWEVER, CONTINUE TO PROVIDE PURCHASE HOUSES IN INDUSTRIAL 
ESTATES AND LOW-COST HOUSING FOR RENTAL.OR PURCHASE IN APPROPRIATE 
AREAS* 
THE SIXTH POINT WAS THAT THE HOUSING TRUST SHOULD BE 
ENCOURAGED TO SELL LAND TO PRIVATE BUILDERS AND BE DIRECTED TO THE 
REDEVELOPMENT OF INNER AREAS. I CAN ASSURE YOU THAT NEGOTIATIONS 
ARE AIREADY UNDER WAY FOR A GREATER INVOLVEMENT OF PRIVATE : 
DEVELOPERS IN WORK WITH THE HOUSING TRUST AND ON THE LANDS AT ' 
PRESENT HELD BY GOVERNMENT. THERE 18 NO REASON FOR THERE TO BE 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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A 
AH UNNECESSAR^COHPETITION BETWEEN PUBLIC INVESTMENT AND PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT. ( THERE IS NO REASON WHY WE SHOULD NOT CO-OPERATE, 
AND IP FOR THE PURPOSES OP THAT CO-OPERATION PUBLIC LAND3 CAN BE 
MADE AVAILABLE TO PRIVATE DEVELOPERS TO SEE THAT THERE 18 IN PACT 
A SATISFACTORY DEVELOPMENT AND THAT FUNDS OUTSIDE THOSE AVAILABLE 
TO THE STATE ARE USED FOR SOMETHING THAT WILL BENEFIT THE PUBLIC, 
THEN I HAVE NO OBJECTIONS, SUCH PROPOSITIONS WILL RECEIVE MY 
FULL 8UPPORT. 
•••  AS FAR AS REDEVELOPMENT OF INNER AREAS IS CONCERNED, THE 
PLANKING AND DEVELOPISENT ACT HAS ALREADY PROVIDED THE BASIS FOR 
THI3. . WE WILL BE ABLE TO REDEVELOP AREAS OF THE METROPOLITAN AREA 
IN CO-OPERATION WITH PRIVATE UNDERTAKINGS, AND TO FACILITATE THE 
LATTER, NOTICE OF A STRATA TITLES BILL HAS ALREADY BEEN GIVEN TO 
THE HOUSE. IT WILL BE INTRODUCED TOMORROW AS A LiATTER OF URGENCY 
AND THIS SHOULD RELEASE A CONSIDERABLE A&QUNT OF INVESTMENT FUND 







.. f if ! I 
* • 
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cm, 
IN ADDITION TO THESE GENERAL SUBMISSIONS WHICH WERE MADE , i 
TO ME BY THE A3S0CIATICN, I HAVE HAD SPECIFIC SUBMISSIONS FROM 
THE SUB-CONTRACTORS ADVISORY COMMITTEE OF THE ASSOCIATION, AND 
FOLLOWING ON THOSE 8UB1<HSSI0N3, I HAD DISCUSSIONS WITH THE 
H0U8ING TRUST* THE BA3ICCOMPLAINT OF 8UB-C0NTRACT0RS HAS 
; 'J BEEN THAT IN PRESENT-DAY CONDITIONS, SUB-C0NTRACT0R3 HAVE BEEN 
FORCED TO WORK FOR EVER DECREASING SU13S, AND ARE MAKING LE33 
AWARD / THAN/WAGES, AND THAT THIS HAS HAPPENED DURING A PERIOD IN WHICH f 
CONTRACTORS' TENDERS HAVE BEEN INCREASED ON THE GR0UND3 THAT ' r 
PAYMENTS TO SUB-CONTRACTORS HAVE BEEN GREATER A8 A RESULT OF A 
RISE IN THE COST OF LIVING AND WAGES. 
LE^te MAKE THE POSITION OF THE H0U3ING TRUST QUITE 
CLEAR. THE HOUSING TRUST HAS BEEN FORCED INTO CALLING TENDERS i 
FOR ITS CONTRACTS AT THE INSISTENCE OP THE AUDITOR-GENERAL. 
IT MUST KEEP THE323 FRIGES WHICH IT PAYS FOR THE BUILDING AS LOW 
PAGE 13. 
AS IT CAN IN THE INTERESTS OF THE PUBLIC. HOT/EVER, IT HA8 
NEVER UNDERTAKEN ANY PROTECTIVE PR0VI8I0N FOR SUB-CONTRACTORS 
WHEN 
EXCEPT WHERE THE BUILDER HIMSELF HAS GOT INTO DIFFICULTIES K22H 
THE TRUST HA8 ENDEAVOURED TO PROTECT SUB-CONTRACTORS BY PAYING 
AK0UNT8 DIRECTLY TO THEM* BUT THE NEW SOUTH WALES HOUSING 
COMMISSION, WHO ARB NOT RECOGNIZING THE SUB-CONTRACTOR, OBLIGES 
THE CONTRACTOR A8 A PART OP HIS CONTRACT TO ENSURE THAT ANY 
SUB-CONTRACT PROVIDES A TOTAL REMUNERATION NOT LESS THAN THAT 
WHICH THE EMPLOYEE WOULD RECEIVE FOR PERFORMING SUCH WORK, AND 
I BELIEVE THAT THI8 13 SOUTHING WHICH MERITS URGENT EXAMINATION, 
BUT SUFFICIENT EVIDENCE HAS BEEN GIVEN TO ME THAT WHILE 
CONTRACTORS HAVE CLAIMED INCREASES IN THEIR PRICES TO THE 
HOUSING TRUST BASED ON INCREASE3 IN MATERIAL COSTS AND IN AWARD 
WAGES, THE PRICE CLAIM THEY HAVE OFFERED TO THEIR SUB-CONTRACTORS 
HAS DECREASED, WHILE THIS 18 NOT SOMETHING WHICH IS UNDER THE 
TRUST'S CONTROL, I BELIEVE IT IS 80S/SETHING ABOUT WHICH URGENT 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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ACTION 6H0ULD BE TAKEN FOR PROTECTION OP 8UB-C0NTRACT0RS IN TUB 
INDUSTRY. WE CANNOT ALLOW A SITUATION TO CONTINUE WHERE MEN 
ARE BEING OFFERED WORK ON SQUEEZE PRICES AND REQUIRED TO WORK 
SEVEN DAYS A WEEK AT LE33 THAN AWARD WAGE3. I THEREFORE HAVE 
INFORMED THE HOUSING TRUST THAT I INTEND TO DIRECT, AS TREASURER 
THAT THE PRICE8 COMMISSIONER WILL INVESTIGATE THE CONTRACTS OP 
CONTRACTORS WITH THE HOUSING TRUST, AND THEIR RELATION TO 
SUB-CONTRACT PAYMENTS IN THE LAST THREE YEARS, THIS Will 
ESTABLISH TliE FACTS AND THE FACTS 8II0ULD BE KNOWN NOT ONLY TO 
THE GOVERNMENT BUT TO THE PUBLIC. ARISING FROM THIS 
INVESTIGATION, WHEN THE FACTS ARE ESTABLISHED, I CAN ASSURE 
YOU THAT APPROPRIATE ACTION WILL BE TAKEN TO SEE THAT 
8UB-C0NTRACTGRS WORKING ON CONTRACT FOR THE HOUSING TRU3T OR 
ANYWHERE ELSE ON PUBLIC MONIES, WILL BE DULY PROTECTS) TO 
SEE THAT THEY GET ADEQUATE RETURNS. 
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SPEECH BY THE PREMIER, HON. DON DUNSTAN, Q.C., M.P., AT THE 
HOUSING INDUSTRIES ASSOCIATION'S DINNER, 17TH JULY, 1967. 
/ 
THE HOUSING SITUATION IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA EVIDENCES NOT 
SO MUCH A LACK OF HOUSING FOR WHICH THERE IS AN ECONOMIC DEMAND, 
BUT A DECLINE IN EMPLOYMENT IN THE BUILDING INDUSTRY RESULTING 
FROM A NUMBER OF FACTORS. THE BASIC CAUSE FOR DIFFICULTIES IN 
THE SOUTH AUSTRALIAN ECONOMY CAME WITH A DOWNTURN IN THE GENERAL 
MARKETS FOR SOUTH AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS. THESE MARKETS 
ARE NOT IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA, BUT ARE MAINLY IN THE EASTERN STATES 
OF THE COMMONWEALTH. THE EFFECT OF THE 1965 DROUGHT WAS A 
SUSTAINED DOWNTURN IN ECONOMIC ACTIVITY IN THE EASTERN STATES, THE 
MOST SIGNIFICANT FEATURE OF WHICH WAS A CUTTING BACK IN THE GENERAL 
INCOME LEVEL OF EMPLOYEES, SO THAT THEY WERE NOT PREPARED TO 
PURCHASE A NEW MOTOR CAR, A NEW WASHING MACHINE, A NEW REFRIGERATOR, 
A NEW RADIATOR. THEY WERE NOT PREPARED ECONOMICALLY TO DEMAND Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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THE PRESSED METAL INDUSTRY PRODUCTS OP SOUTH AUSTRALIA AT THE 
RATE AT WHICH THEY PREVIOUSLY HAD. THIS MEANT THAT THE SOUTH 
AUSTRALIAN ECONOMY, WHICH, IN THE SECONDARY INDUSTRY AREA, 
CONCENTRATES HEAVILY ON MOTOR CARS AND HOME APPLIANCES, GOT WORSE 
HIT THAN THE ECONOMY OP ANY OTHER STATE EXCEPT QUEENSLAND, BECAUSE 
THE EASTERN STATES, WITH DIVERSIFIED ECONOMIES IN WHICH THERE IS A 
GOOD DEAL OF SECONDARY INDUSTRY EXPORT, WERE ABLE TO PROVIDE 
ALTERNATIVE EMPLOYMENT IN A WAY WHICH CANNOT EASILY BE MOBILIZED 
IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA. WHILE THE REST OF INDUSTRY IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA, 
APART FROM THE PRESSED METAL INDUSTRIES AREA AND ITS SECONDARY 
EFFECTS IN THE BUILDING INDUSTRY, HAS BEEN BUOYANT, AND INDEED IN 
A NUMBER OF AREAS THERE HAS BEEN AN EXPANSION OF EMPLOYMENT, THIS 
HAS NOT BEEN SUFFICIENT TO TAKE UP THE SLACK IN THE PRESSED METAL 
AREA OR IN THE BUILDING INDUSTRY WHICH WAS AFFECTED AS I SHALL NOW 
OUTLINE. 
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THE DECLINE IN MARKETS FOR OUR INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS 
ELSEWHERE THAN IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA HAD AN IMMEDIATE TWO-FOLD EFFECT 
UPON THE BUILDING INDUSTRY. THE FIRST WAS THAT THERE WAS A 
DECLINE IN INDUSTRIAL CONSTRUCTION SINCE THE MAJOR AREAS OF OUR 
•INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITY HAD BEEN ADVERSELY AFFECTED THROUGH A DECLINE 
IN OUR MARKETS, AND THROUGH THE DECLINE SOME TWO AND A HALF 
THOUSAND LOST EMPLOYMENT IN THESE PARTICULAR AREAS, AND THIS NOT 
ONLY )MEANT THAT THERE WERE TWO AND A HALF THOUSAND LESS PEOPLE 
DEMANDING PRODUCTS AND HOUSES IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA, BUT THAT THOSE 
WHO WERE IN EMPLOYMENT IN THE PRESSED METAL INDUSTRY AREA WERE 
NO LONGER GETTING OVERTIME PAYMENTS, THERE WAS A DECLINE IN WORK 
FOR WOMEN IN INDUSTRY, AND SO MANY PEOPLE WHO PREVIOUSLY WERE 
ABLE TO, BY DINT OF SCRAPING, BRIDGE THE DEPOSIT GAP, HAVE NOW 
BEEN UNABLE TO DO IT. THIS, IN ANY CIRCUMSTANCES, WOULD HAVE 
MEANT A DOWNTURN IN ECONOMIC DEMAND FOR SPECULATIVELY BUILT HOUSES, 
BUT THE INDUSTRY MUST GENERALLY ACKNOWLEDGE THAT EVERYBODY TO WHOM 
I HAVE TALKED STATES THAT IN 1962+ THERE WAS AN UNDUE BOOM IN Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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SPECULATIVE BUILDING OP HOUSES. THE HOUSE-BUILDING RATE 
EXCEEDED PROJECTED ECONOMIC DEMAND F ® HOUSES IN ANY EVENT, AND 
THEREFORE THERE HAD TO BE A DOWNTURN FROM THE 1961; FIGURE. 
THE COMBINATION OF ALL THESE FACTORS HAS MEANT THAT 
THERE HAS BEEN A SEVERE CUTBACK IN ECONOMIC DEMAND FOR HOUSING 
AND CONSTRUCTION WORK GENERALLY, AND IN CONSEQUENCE A DEPRESSED 
CONDITION OF THE BUILDING INDUSTRY IN THIS STATE. 
WHAT ACTION CAN GOVERNMENT TAKE IN THE BUILDING INDUSTRY 
AREA TO IMPROVE THE SITUATION? 
WHEN I BECAME MINISTER FOR HOUSING, I SAID THAT I WOULD 
WITHIN DUE COURSE MAKE AN ANNOUNCEMENT AS TO A COMPREHENSIVE PLAN 
FOR STIMULATING THE BUILDING INDUSTRY IN THIS STATE. I CANNOT 
GIVE THAT COMPREHENSIVE STATEMENT THIS EVENING BECAUSE A NUMBER 
OF THE MATTERS.THAT I HAVE TAKEN UP SINCE I BECAME HOUSING MINISTER 
HAVE NOT YET GOT TO THE STAGE OF COMPLETED PROPOSALS SINCE 
NEGOTIATIONS ON A NUMBER OF VITAL MATTERS ARE CURRENTLY CONTINUING. 
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HOWEVER, I HOPE TO BRING A NUMBER OP THESE TO FRUITION VERY 
SHORTLY, AND I BELIEVE THAT THERE WILL BE BOTH IN THE PRIVATE 
SECTOR AND IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR OF BUILDING CONSTRUCTION, A 
NUMBER OF VITAL ANNOUNCEMENTS SHORTLY TO BE MADE WHICH WILL 
PROVIDE A REAL STIMULUS TO THE BUILDING INDUSTRY. 
IN THE COURSE OF TALKS CONCERNING THE BUILDING INDUSTRY, 
I HAVE ENDEAVOURED TO TALK WITH ANYBODY WITH A REPRESENTATIVE 
OPINION, AND NATURALLY I HAVE TALKED TO REPRESENTATIVES OF YOUR 
ASSOCIATION. THE ASSOCIATION AS A WHOLE HAS PUT FORWARD TO ME 
SOME RECOMMENDATIONS BY MR. CROWLEY AS TO THINGS WHICH WE COULD 
CONCEIVABLY UNDERTAKE IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA, AND I WANT TO DEAL WITH 
THESE SPECIFICALLY. 
FIRSTLY, MR. CROWLEY HAS SAID THAT EVERY EFFORT SHOULD 
BE MADE TO ATTRACT NEW INDUSTRIES TO SOUTH AUSTRALIA. EVERY 
EFFORT IS BEING MADE. THE ANNOUNCEMENTS OF THE LAST WEEK HAVE 
EVIDENCED THE CONCERN OF GOVERNMENT FOR INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT. 
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WE WILL HAVE IN THE FORESEEABLE FUTURE THE BEST INDUSTRIAL 
DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA, AND A BASIS FOR 
TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT GREATER THAN THAT OF ANY OTHER STATE 
IN THE COMMONWEALTH. I CAN ASSURE YOU THAT NO STONE IS BEING 
LEFT UNTURNED AND AT THE MOMENT A NUMBER OF VERY HEARTENING 
PROPOSALS FOR INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ARE UNDER CONSIDERATION BY 
MAJOR INVESTORS. WE HAVE BEEN ABLE TO PUT VERY ATTRACTIVE 
PROPOSITIONS TO THEM. 
THE NEXT THING IS THAT GOOD POINTS WERE MADE BY MR. 
CROWLEY IN RELATION TO HOUSING SPECIFICALLY. THE FIRST OF THESE 
WAS THAT THE FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS BE ASKED TO INCREASE THE LIMIT 
OF THEIR HOUSING LOANS AND THEIR TOTAL LENDING ON NEW HOMES. 
AS TO TOTAL LENDING, WE CANNOT GO BEYOND THE LEVEL OF REASONABLE 
LIQUIDITY IN OUR BANKING OPERATIONS, - MAJOR INSTITUTIONS, 
SUPPORTED BY THE STATE, PROVIDING HOUSING LOANS WITH THE STATE BANK 
AND THE SAVINGS BANK. EVERY EFFORT HAS BEEN MADE BY THESE 
INSTITUTIONS TO PROVIDE THE GREATEST POSSIBLE AMOUNT OF MONEY FOR 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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HOUSING. AS TO INCREASING THE LIMIT, A CAREFUL INVESTIGATION 
HAS BEEN MADE OF EVENTS FOLLOWING PREVIOUS INCREASES IN THE 
LIMIT OF LOANS, AND IT HAS BEEN FOUND THAT GIVEN THE WAITING LET 
FOR LOANS FROM OUR STATE BANKING INSTITUTIONS, THE EFFECT OF 
INCREASING THE LIMIT HAS NOT BEEN TO INCREASE THE NUMBER OF 
HOUSING LOANS, BUT TO PROVIDE REFINANCING OF OTHER THAN HOUSING 
BY THE APPLICANTS. INCREASING THE LIMIT OF HOUSING LOANS HAS 
MEANT THAT MONIES IN THE HANDS OF THE APPLICANTS WHICH OTHERWISE 
WOULD HAVE GONE TO HOUSING HAS FREQUENTLY GONE INTO THE PROVISION 
OF FURNITURE OR MOTOR CARS. IN THE CIRCUMSTANCES, I AM NOT 
CONVINCED; THAT AN INCREASE IN THE LIMIT OF THE HOUSING LOAN WILL 
PROVIDE MORE^HOUSES, BUT IT WOULD RATHER SEEM ON THE EVIDENCE 
AVAILABLE THAT MQNlES WHICH WOULD OTHERWISE GO TO HOUSES IN THE 
INCREASED NUMBER OF LOANS THAT CAN BE GIVEN WITH A SMALL LIMIT 
WOULD INSTEAD GO TO FINANCING MOTOR CARS AND HOME APPLIANCES. 
AT THIS STAGE, IN CONSEQUENCE, WE FEEL THAT THE MONEY CAN BEST 
BE SPENT IN THE PRESENT PATTERN. CONSEQUENTLY IT WASPROPOSED 
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THAT THE GOVERNMENT ESTABLISH A SECOND MORTGAGE FUND OP $3M. 
TO MAKE LOW INTEREST LOANS. GENTLEMEN, WE DO NOT HAVE THE 
MONEY AVAILABLE FOR THIS PURPOSE. I CANNOT DRAW MONEY OUT OF 
THIN AIR. I HAVE ENDEAVOURED TO GET EVERY PENNY PIECE FROM 
COMMONWEALTH SOURCES THAT I CAN, AND I CANNOT PROVIDE A FUND OF 
THIS KIND AT THE PRESENT STAGE EXCEPT BY SO RADICALLY INCREASING 
TAXATION IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA THAT IT WOULD BE INHIBITIVE TO 
BUSINESS, TO INDUSTRY AND TO COMMERCE IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA AT A 
TIME WHEN WE SEEK TO STIMULATE RATHER THAN TO RETARD. 
THE THIRD POINT THAT WAS MADE WAS THAT ALL LENDERS 
SHOULD BE ASKED TO MAKE HIGH RATIO LOANS AND TO ACCEPT THE 
PRINCIPLE THAT SECOND MORTGAGE LOANS SHOULD BE USED WHERE THE 
BORROWER CAN DEMONSTRATE ABILITY TO REPAY. THIS HAS ALREADY BEEN 
DONE. IN FACT CONSTANT PRESSURE FROM THE TREASURY IS KEPT UPON 
OUR FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS TO THIS END. 
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THE FOURTH POINT WAS THAT EFFORTS SHOULD BE MADE TO 
MARSHALL PRIVATE MONIES FOR HOUSING BY FOSTERING BUILDING 
SOCIETIES AND THE LIKE UNDER GOVERNMENT GUARANTEE. EVERY 
ENCOURAGEMENT HAS BEEN GIVEN TO BUILDING SOCIETIES IN SOUTH 
AUSTRALIA TO ACCEPT THE GUARANTEE OF THE GOVERNMENT, AND CABINET 
TODAY HAS GIVEN APPROVAL TO EXEMPT THE HOUSING LOANS INSURANCE 
CORPORATION FROM THE PROVISIONS OF THE MONEY LENDERS ACT IN ORDER 
TO ENCOURAGE THE INVESTMENT OF MONIES IN HOUSING IN SOUTH 
AUSTRALIA INSURED. BY THE HOUSING LOANS INSURANCE CORPORATION, SO 
THAT WE CAN GET ADDITIONAL INVESTMENT IN THIS FIELD SOUNDLY BASED 
AND BACKED. 
THE FIFTH POINT WAS THAT THE ACTIVITIES OF THE HOUSING 
TRUST BE DIRECTED; MORE TO THE REDEVELOPMENT OF INNER AREAS AND THE 
PROVISION OF LOW-COST HOUSING. THIS IS A SUBMISSION WITH WHICH 
I ENTIRELY AGREE. I CAN ASSURE YOU THAT THE HOUSING TRUST'S 
ACTIVITIES WILL IN FUTURE BE DIRECTED IN THIS AREA. IT IS MY Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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BELIEF' THAT IT IS NOT THE BUSINESS OF GOVERNMENT TO INVEST PUBLIC 
FUNDS IN A SPECULATIVE HOUSING AREA. OUR JOB IS TO PROVIDE 
LOW-COST HOUSING FOR THOSE WHO CANNOT OTHERWISE AFFORD IT, AND 
WHERE HOUSING CAN BE ADEQUATELY PROVIDED BY PRIVATE UNDERTAKINGS, 
IT IS NOT, IN MY VIEW, THE JOB OF THE HOUSING TRUST TO COMPETE. 
THE HOUSING TRUST WILL NOT IN FUTURE BE INVOLVED ON THE COMPLETION 
OF ITS PRESENT CONTRACTS IN PURCHASE HOUSING OF A HIGH COST NATURE. 
WE WILL, HOWEVER, CONTINUE TO PROVIDE PURCHASE HOUSES IN INDUSTRIAL 
ESTATES AND LOW-COST HOUSING FOR RENTAL OR PURCHASE IN APPROPRIATE 
AREAS. 
THE SIXTH POINT WAS THAT THE HOUSING TRUST SHOULD BE 
ENCOURAGED TO SELL LAND TO PRIVATE BUILDERS AND BE DIRECTED1 TO THE 
REDEVELOPMENT' OF INNER AREAS. I CAN ASSURE YOU THAT NEGOTIATIONS 
ARE ALREADY UNDER WAY FOR A GREATER INVOLVEMENT OF PRIVATE 
DEVELOPERS IN WORK WITH THE HOUSING TRUST: AND ON THE LANDS AT 
PRESENT HELD BY GOVERNMENT. THERE IS NO REASON FOR THERE TO BE 
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AN UNNECESSARY COMPETITION BETWEEN PUBLIC INVESTMENT AND PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT. THERE IS NO REASON WHY WE SHOULD NOT CO-OPERATE, 
AND IP FOR THE PURPOSES OF THAT CO-OPERATION PUBLIC LANDS CAN BE 
MADE AVAILABLE TO PRIVATE DEVELOPERS TO SEE THAT THERE IS IN FACT 
A SATISFACTORY DEVELOPMENT AND THAT FUNDS OUTSIDE THOSE AVAILABLE 
TO THE STATE ARE USED FOR SOMETHING THAT WILL BENEFIT THE PUBLIC, 
THEN I HAVE NO OBJECTIONS. SUCH PROPOSITIONS WILL RECEIVE MY 
FULL SUPPORT.. 
AS FAR AS REDEVELOPMENT OF INNER AREAS IS CONCERNED, THE 
PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT ACT HAS ALREADY PROVIDED THE BASIS FOR 
THIS. WE WILL BE ABLE TO REDEVELOP AREAS OF THE METROPOLITAN AREA 
IN CO-OPERATION WITH PRIVATE UNDERTAKINGS, AND TO FACILITATE THE 
LATTER, NOTICE OF A STRATA TITLES BILL: HAS ALREADY BEEN GIVEN TO 
THE HOUSE. IT WILL BE INTRODUCED TOMORROW AS A MATTER OF URGENCY 
AND THIS SHOULD RELEASE A CONSIDERABLE AMOUNT OF INVESTMENT FUND 
FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF HIGH RISE BUILDING IN THE INNER AREAS OF THE Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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CITY. 
IN ADDITION TO THESE GENERAL SUBMISSIONS WHICH WERE MADE 
TO ME BY THE ASSOCIATION, I HAVE HAD SPECIFIC SUBMISSIONS FROM 
THE SUB-CONTRACTORS ADVISORY COMMITTEE OF THE ASSOCIATION, AND 
FOLLOWING ON THOSE SUBMISSIONS, I HAD DISCUSSIONS WITH THE 
HOUSING TRUST. THE BASIC COMPLAINT OF SUB-CONTRACTORS HAS 
BEEN THAT IN PRESENT-DAY CONDITIONS, SUB-CONTRACTORS HAVE BEEN 
FORCED TO WORK FOR EVER DECREASING SUMS, AND ARE MAKING LESS 
THAN WAGES, AND THAT THIS HAS HAPPENED DURING A PERIOD IN WHICH 
CONTRACTORS' TENDERS HAVE BEEN INCREASED ON THE GROUNDS THAT 
PAYMENTS TO SUB-CONTRACTORS HAVE BEEN GREATER AS A RESULT OF A 
RISE. IN THE COST OF LIVING AND WAGES. 
LE^ ptaS MAKE THE POSITION OF THE HOUSING TRUST QUITE 
CLEAR. THE HOUSING TRUST HAS BEEN FORCED INTO CALLING TENDERS 
FOR ITS CONTRACTS AT THE INSISTENCE OF THE AUDITOR-GENERAL. 
IT MUST KEEP THESE PRICES WHICH IT PAYS FOR THE BUILDING AS LOW 
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AS IT CAN IN THE INTERESTS OP THE PUBLIC. HOWEVER, IT HAS 
NEVER UNDERTAKEN ANY PROTECTIVE PROVISION FOR SUB-CONTRACTORS 
EXCEPT WHERE THE BUILDER HIMSELF HAS GOT INTO DIFFICULTIES WHEN" 
THE TRUST.1 HAS ENDEAVOURED TO PROTECT SUB-CONTRACTORS BY PAYING 
AMOUNTS DIRECTLY TO THEM. BUT THE NEW SOUTH WALES HOUSING 
COMMISSION, WHO ARE NOT RECOGNIZING THE SUB-CONTRACTOR, OBLIGES 
THE CONTRACTOR. AS A PART OF HIS CONTRACT TO ENSURE THAT ANY 
SUB-CONTRACT PROVIDES. A TOTAL REMUNERATION NOT LESS THAN THAT 
WHICH THE EMPLOYEE WOULD RECEIVE FOR PERFORMING SUCH WORK, AND 
I BELIEVE THAT THIS IS SOMETHING WHICH MERITS URGENT EXAMINATION. 
BUT SUFFICIENT EVIDENCE HAS BEEN GIVEN TO ME THAT WHILE 
CONTRACTORS HAVE CLAIMED INCREASES IN THEIR PRICES TO THE 
HOUSING TRUST BASED ON INCREASES IN MATERIAL COSTS AND IN AWARD 
WAGES, THE PRICE CLAIM THEY HAVE OFFERED TO THEIR SUB-CONTRACTORS 
HAS DECREASED. WHILE THIS IS NOT SOMETHING WHICH IS UNDER THE 
TRUST'S CONTROL, I BELIEVE IT IS SOMETHING ABOUT WHICH URGENT 
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ACTION SHOULD BE TAKEN FOR PROTECTION OF SUB-CONTRACTORS IN THE 
INDUSTRY. WE CANNOT ALLOW A SITUATION TO CONTINUE WHERE MEN 
ARE BEING OFFERED WORK ON SQUEEZE PRICES AND REQUIRED TO WORK 
SEVEN DAYS A WEEK AT LESS THAN AWARD- WAGES. I THEREFORE HAVE 
INFORMED THE HOUSING TRUST THAT I INTEND TO DIRECT, AS TREASURER, 
THAT THE PRICES COMMISSIONER WILL INVESTIGATE THE CONTRACTS OF 
CONTRACTORS WITH THE HOUSING TRUST, AND THEIR RELATION TO 
SUB-CONTRACT PAYMENTS IN THE LAST THREE YEARS. THIS WILL 
ESTABLISH THE FACTS AND THE FACTS SHOULD BE KNOWN NOT ONLY TO 
THE GOVERNMENT BUT TO THE PUBLIC. ARISING FROM THIS 
INVESTIGATION, WHEN THE FACTS ARE ESTABLISHED, I CAN ASSURE 
YOU THAT APPROPRIATE ACTION WILL BE TAKEN TO SEE THAT 
SUB-CONTRACTORS WORKING ON CONTRACT FOR THE HOUSING TRUST OR 
ANYWHERE ELSE ON PUBLIC MONIES, WILL BE DULY PROTECTED' TO 
SEE THAT THEY GET ADEQUATE RETURNS. 
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